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Abstract Poplar has become a model system for
functional genomics in woody plants. Here, we report
the sequencing and annotation of the first large contiguous
stretch of genomic sequence (95 kb) of poplar, corresponding to a bacterial artificial chromosome clone
mapped 0.6 centiMorgan from the Melampsora laricipopulina resistance locus. The annotation revealed
15 putative genetic objects, of which five were classified
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as hypothetical genes that were similar only with
expressed sequence tags from poplar. Ten putative objects
showed similarity with known genes, of which one was
similar to a kinase. Three other objects corresponded to the
toll/interleukin-1 receptor/nucleotide-binding site/leucinerich repeat class of plant disease resistance genes, of which
two were predicted to encode an amino terminal nuclear
localization signal. Four objects were homologous to the
Ty1/copia family of class I transposable elements, one of
which was designated Retropop and interrupted one of the
disease resistance genes. Two other objects constituted a
novel Spm-like class II transposable element, which we
designated Magali.

Introduction
Among forest tree genera, the Populus genus has some
compelling advantages as a model system for biological
studies on trees. Its small genome size [550 Mb,
distributed over 19 chromosomes, approximately 220 kb/
centiMorgan (cM)], fast growth, and ease of vegetative
propagation, sexual hybridization, and genetic transformation via Agrobacterium tumefaciens make it an ideal
tool to conduct functional genomics studies (Stettler et al.
1996; Bradshaw et al. 2000; Mellerowicz et al. 2001).
Data on the poplar genome sequence are steadily
accumulating: approximately 160 full-length cDNA sequences were available in the EMBL nucleotide database
(7 August 2003) and over 150,000 expressed sequence
tags (ESTs) from poplar have been collected (Sterky et al.
1998; S. Jansson, unpublished data; http://poppel.fysbot.
umu.se/; http://mycor.nancy.inra.fr/poplardb/). In addition,
the genome of P. trichocarpa is currently being sequenced
(Tuskan et al. 2002; http://www.ornl.gov/ipgc/; http://
genome.jgi-psf.org/poplar0/poplar0.home.html). Nevertheless, no long stretch of any poplar genome has been
annotated so far. Stirling et al. (2003) made use of the
close evolutionary relationship of Populus and Arabidopsis (the Brassicaceae and Salicaceae diverged approximately 65 million years ago), to order the genomic reads
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generated by the Populus genome sequencing project,
over a range of approximately 300,000 bp, but they could
not be fully assembled because of the low-pass sequence
data available at that time. Based on this ordering,
evidence was found for microcolinearity between Populus
and Arabidopsis (Stirling et al. 2003).
Here, we present the gene annotation of a 95-kb poplar
bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) sequence, mapped
close to the locus conferring resistance to Melampsora
larici-populina (MER), one of the most damaging fungal
leaf pathogens for poplar worldwide (Pinon et al. 1987;
Lefèvre et al. 1994). The MER locus that confer(s)
resistance to three races of this pathogen has been mapped
in P. deltoides (Cervera et al. 1996, 2001). Sequence
analysis of DNA markers closely linked to the MER locus
revealed the presence of disease resistance (R) genes of the
“nucleotide-binding site/leucine-rich repeat” (NBS/LRR)
class (Zhang et al. 2001). For positional cloning of the
gene(s) that confer(s) resistance to M. larici-populina, a
BAC library of Populus × euramericana cv. ‘Ghoy’ (P.
deltoides cv. ‘S9-2’ × P. nigra ‘Ghoy’) was constructed
and hybridized with probes targeted to the NBS domain of
R genes. Of the 80 BACs identified, BAC 60I2 was
mapped 0.6 cM from the MER genes (J. Zhang, unpublished data), sequenced, and annotated.
Gene prediction from genomic sequences is far from
straightforward. A number of prediction tools are available
for plant genome annotation (Mathé et al. 2002). Most of
these tools have been evaluated for Arabidopsis (Pavy et
al. 1999), but, until now, none of them for poplar. Because
no gene prediction program that is specifically trained for
poplar is available yet, the existing software has to be
evaluated. However, this evaluation is not highly significant because only a few documented genomic sequences
from poplar were available at the time of the study.
Therefore, gene prediction was mostly done manually,
extensively relying on extrinsic approaches, such as
homology searches and sequence alignments, using
BLAST against public databases and the Swedish poplar
EST database (http://poppel.fysbot.umu.se/).
Fifteen putative genes, gene remnants, and hypothetical
genes were identified in the 95-kb genomic sequence.
Among them, genes were found similar to the toll/
interleukin-1 receptor (TIR)/NBS/LRR class of R genes,
Ty1/copia-like retrotransposons, and Spm-like transposable elements. To our knowledge, this is the first large
stretch of genomic sequence from poplar (and forest trees
in general) that has been annotated; and it is the first report
on R genes and transposable elements of classes I and II in
poplar.

Materials and methods
Isolation and mapping of BAC 60I2
A large-insert genomic BAC library was constructed from Populus
×euramericana cv. ‘Ghoy’, an F1 hybrid from a controlled cross of
P. deltoides cv. ‘S9-2’ × P. nigra cv. ‘Ghoy’. This hybrid clone

carries the R gene(s) that confers resistance to M. larici-populina
races E1, E2, and E3 from the P. deltoides cv. ‘S9-2’ genome
(Cervera et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 2001). BAC 60I2 hybridized with
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products specific for the NBS/
LRR class of disease resistance genes. BAC end-sequences were
obtained by direct sequencing of BAC ends (Kelley et al. 1999).
BAC end-specific PCRs were designed to map BAC 60I2 with the
interspecific hybrid poplar population 87001 on the P. deltoides cv.
‘S9-2’ genome map (Cervera et al. 2001; J. Zhang, unpublished
data).

Sequencing
DNA sequencing was performed by the dideoxy chain-termination
method of Sanger et al. (1977). Recombinant plasmids were
sequenced by primer-walking with the BigDye terminator sequencing kit (ref. 4303153; PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, Calif.)
on the ABI377 automatic DNA sequencer (PE Applied Biosystems).
In all cases, both DNA strands were sequenced. Custom oligonucleotide primers were designed with the program OLIGO 4 (Rychlik
1989) and primers were synthesized on an ABI 392 DNA/RNA
synthesizer (PE Applied Biosystems). The average length of the
reads was 600 bp, whereas the average sequence depth across the
BAC was established at 10. The sequence reads were assembled into
contigs with the PHRED/PHRAP software package (Ewing and
Green 1998; Ewing et al. 1998) that returned an average quality
score larger than 40, or one error per 10,000 bp. The BAC sequence
data reported have been deposited in the EMBL database under the
accession no. AJ416708 and the cDNA sequences UB48DPFO9,
FO50P48Y, and IO50P74P under accessions nos. AJ490333,
AJ490334, abd AJ490335, respectively.

Sequence analysis
The putative genes were predicted following an extrinsic approach
that relies on sequence homology with genes and proteins mainly
from A. thaliana (L.) Heynh., but also from other plants. The
BLASTx and tBLASTx algorithms (Altschul et al. 1990) were used
to search for homologous protein sequences. In addition, using the
BLASTn algorithm, the genomic sequence was compared in 7-kb
stretches with the Swedish poplar EST collection (2 September
2003; http://poppel.fysbot.umu.se/), enabling us to physically map
ESTs on the BAC sequence. Information obtained by the different
similarity searches was imported into the annotation platform
Artemis (Rutherford et al. 2000) for further manual analysis. Dotter
(Sonnhammer and Durbin 1995; http://www.cgb.ki.se/cgb/groups/
sonnhammer/Dotter.html), REPuter (Kurtz and Schleiermacher
1999), and OligoRep (Solovyev et al. 1985; http://www.mgs.
bionet.nsc.ru/mgs/programs/OligoRep/InpForm.htm) were used to
search for repeated sequences. ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994),
ClustalX (Thompson et al. 1997), and Gap (Wisconsin Package
ver. 10.1; Accelrys, San Diego, Calif.) were used to carry out
multiple alignments of DNA and amino acid sequences and to
calculate percentages of identity and similarity. ESTs and cDNAs
were aligned to genomic DNA sequences with the software
EST_Genome and the percentage identity was calculated between
the two aligned sequence regions (Mott 1997; http://www.hgmp.
mrc.ac.uk/Registered/Option/est_genome.html). Amino acid alignments were converted with ForCon (Raes and Van de Peer 1999;
http://www.psb.ugent.be/~jerae/ForCon) and visualized with GeneDoc (Nicholas et al. 1997; http://www.psc.edu/biomed/genedoc/).
The amino acid motif in the N-terminal sequence of the R genes was
searched with the InterPro database (Apweiler et al. 2001).
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Prediction programs
The validation method and the tools used to perform the task had
been developed by Pavy et al. (1999; http://www.psb.ugent.be/
bioinformatics/GeneComp/index.html), with Populus genes and
their cognate cDNA as a validation set. The programs tested were
the following: GeneMark.hmm ver. 2.2a (Lukashin and Borodovsky
1998), EuGene (Schiex et al. 2001; http://www.inra.fr/bia/T/
EuGene), GlimmerM trained for Arabidopsis or rice (Salzberg et
al. 1999; http://www.tigr.org/tdb/glimmerm/glmr_form.html), and
FgenesH for dicots or monocots (Salamov and Solovyev 2000;
http://www.softberry.com/).

Comparison with the P. balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa genome
sequence
Using BLASTn, the BAC sequence of P. deltoides was compared
with the publicly available sequence reads obtained from the
Populus genome sequencing effort (3× coverage; 1 August 2003;
http://genome.jgi-psf.org/poplar0/poplar0.home.html). The first run
returned only hits against one of the two kinds of transposable
elements identified in this study, Magali and Retropop. To avoid
these hits, we built a database of repeats that included the
transposable elements from our sequence and used RepeatMasker
(http://repeatmasker.genome.washington.edu) to mask the transposable elements on our BAC sequence before using BLASTn again.
To evaluate the feasibility of assembling a P. trichocarpa equivalent
to the P. deltoides BAC sequence, a script was written to represent
graphically the output generated by BLAST. The available 3×
coverage of the genome was not enough to achieve a full assembly,
but for every gene a couple of reads could be identified.

Results and discussion
The 95-kb sequence of P. deltoides reported here is the
first large contiguous stretch of fully annotated genomic
sequence available from poplar, in particular, and from any
forest tree, in general. Only a limited number of full-length
cDNAs are available for the genus Populus and most ESTs
were obtained from P. tremula and P. tremuloides (Sterky
et al. 1998). Training specific ab initio gene prediction
software for the poplar genome was not possible. Therefore, putative genes on this contig were analyzed using
extrinsic annotation procedures, which rely mainly on
homology searches. BLAST queries were performed
against EST databases and nonredundant peptide databases. Alignments were used to optimize manually the
homology regions, taking into account the characteristics
of splice sites and features shown by ESTs or peptides (see
Materials and methods). The final result of manual gene
prediction is presented in Fig. 1. Although this procedure
does not prove that the annotated genes are actually
expressed, it reveals inter-species, functionally conserved
regions that, in most cases, are protein-encoding genes.
Subsequently, different ab initio gene prediction
programs trained on plant genomes (see Materials and
methods) were tested to evaluate their ability to predict the
genes on the 95-kb poplar BAC sequence. Surprisingly,
FgenesH trained for monocots appeared to produce results
closest to those obtained by manual annotation (see http://
www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/lescot/poplar/poplar.
html). This observation should be considered with caution

because of the small number of annotated genes; however
it might be explained by the fact that most programs are
trained on the compact genome of the model plant
Arabidopsis (125 Mb; Arabidopsis Genome Initiative
2000), whereas the size of the poplar genome is 4-fold
larger (550 Mb; Tuskan et al. 2002) and, thus, closer to
that of rice (440 Mb; Goff et al. 2002).
The BAC sequence contains many gene remnants and
transposable elements and one complete gene only. This
result makes an extrapolation of gene and sequence
characteristics proper to the P. deltoides genome unrealistic. The nature of both the genes and transposable elements
represented on the BAC sequence are also not easily
validated experimentally, because the conditions in which
they are expressed are unknown.
Resistance genes
Although some resistance loci have been genetically
identified in poplar, no disease resistance genes have
been cloned yet from poplar (Cervera et al. 1996, 2001;
Newcombe and Bradshaw 1996; Newcombe et al. 1996;
Lefèvre et al. 1998; Stirling et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2001).
Data obtained from other plant species indicate that most
of the plant R genes are members of the TIR/NBS/LRR
class, which is one of the two NBS/LRR subdivisions
described in plants, in addition to the non-TIR R gene
class. The NBS/LRR class represents an ancient gene
family that encodes nucleotide-binding proteins, which
serve as receptors for pathogen elicitors to trigger the
resistance response (Bent 1996; Jones and Jones 1997;
Meyers et al. 1999; Fluhr 2001). The TIR/NBS/LRR class
is predominant in dicots, but is present in Pinaceae as well
(Whitham et al. 1994; Anderson et al. 1997; Parker et al.
1997; Hehl et al. 1999; Goff et al. 2002). Cannon et al.
(2002) reported that no R gene of the TIR/NBS/LRR class
could be found in any monocot species, despite the nearly
completed rice genome sequence, and postulated that this
gene family may have been lost early in the monocot
lineage. Many R genes reside in large gene clusters that
could evolve more rapidly than other regions of the
genome. Because, within a cluster, R genes are structurally
similar to each other, they probably result from duplications of a common ancestor (Ellis et al. 2000; Richter and
Ronald 2000; Bergelson et al. 2001). The common belief
is that such duplication, followed by diversification, would
permit the plant to broaden and adapt its defense response
to new and evolving plant pathogens (Pan et al. 2000).
On the BAC sequence, three genes (60I2G01,60I2G11,
60I2G13) are similar to R genes of the TIR/NBS/LRR
class (Table 1; Figs. 1, 2). The structure of the genes was
established by taking into account four Populus ESTs to
which the genes showed high similarity (UB48DPF09,
FO50P48Y, IO50P74P, A003P73U). Three of these cDNA
clones (UB48DPF09, FO50P48Y, IO50P74P) were completely sequenced to help establish the proper intron–exon
structure. Because the cDNAs and the BAC were obtained
from different poplar species (all ESTs are either from P.
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Fig. 1 Representation of the annotation of the 95-kb bacterial
artificial chromosome (BAC) sequence of poplar. The genes
predicted are numbered, and the sign (+ or −) next to the number
indicates the order along the sequence and the Watson or Crick
strand, respectively. The expressed sequence tag (EST) and peptide
hits are also represented. A color code was assigned only in the
“Final_prediction” picture. The blue boxes correspond to the Spmlike transposable element (Magali), the green boxes to the Ty1/
copia-like retrotransposon-like sequences, the red boxes to the PIPK
gene remnant, and the purple boxes to the R genes. The orange dots
(all with their respective identifier) represent the ESTs without
relation to any gene. For convenience, the ESTs and peptide hits are
grouped according to their orientation. The units on the poplar BAC
correspond to 1 kb

tremula, P. tremula × tremuloides, or P. trichocarpa,
whereas the BAC is from P. deltoides) complete identity
between the cDNAs and coding sequences of the
annotated R genes was not expected. When the positions
of some splice sites were contradictory among the ESTs,
as for instance on the borders of intron_1 (http://www.psb.
ugent.be/bioinformatics/lescot/poplar/Figure2B.html),
each of these sites on the BAC sequence was visually
inspected, which enabled us to propose a most likely
structure in accordance with the consensus. Therefore, the
genic structure of the resistance genes proposed in Fig. 2
remains a putative assignment. Furthermore, alternative
splicing at these sites is still an open possibility. For a
detailed explanation of this analysis, see the note on the
web site http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/lescot/
poplar/poplar.html.
Gene 60I2G01, located at the 5′ border of the BAC in
reverse orientation, is a truncated R gene that consists of
the 5′ part up to exon_3, including the well conserved TIR
domains. In contrast, the entire sequence of gene 60I2G11
shows every hallmark of a functional TIR/NBS/LRR class
R gene (Fig. 3; Cannon et al. 2002). The TIR domain,
located at the N terminus and approximately 200 amino
acid residues long, is similar to the Drosophila toll and the
mammalian interleukin-1 receptor-like regions (Qureshi et
al. 1999). The NBS domain includes a highly conserved
“P loop”, which functions as a phosphate-binding structure
and is believed to participate in signal transduction (van
der Biezen et al. 2002), whereas the LRR domains appear
to be responsible for elicitor recognition (Leister and
Katagiri 2000; Bauer et al. 2001). The third putative R
gene, 60I2G13, is divided into two parts (60I2G13A,
60I2G13B) because of the insertion of a retrotransposon
(60I2G14) in exon_3, at nucleotide 65,869 on the BAC
sequence (Fig. 1). Except for the stop codon in the third
exon of the R gene, both the transposon and the R gene
structure are intact, suggesting the insertion event to be
recent. Interestingly, the size of intron_3 (between exon_3
and exon_4) is larger than would be expected when
compared with 60I2G11 (Fig. 2) and contains a region
with high coding potential, although without any clear
gene structure. In Arabidopsis, the RPP4-R gene sequence
has a similarly large insertion into the first intron along
with a retrotransposon inserted into the coding region (van
der Biezen et al. 2002). It can be hypothesized that the
transposon insertion inactivated the R gene (60I2G13),
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Table 1 Annotation overview of the 95-kb sequence of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone 60I2.EST Expressed sequence tag
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15
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Fig. 2 Structure of the disease
resistance genes. The exons of
each R gene are represented by
cylinders with the size indicated
and the intron size on the
arrowhead between the exons.
The aligned cDNA sequences
corresponding to the ESTs are
given below the R genes. The
gray and white rectangles correspond to matching regions
between cDNA and genomic
sequences and the non-matching
parts, respectively. The insertion
of the retrotransposon Retropop
is marked by a large triangle,
stop codons by stars, and the
large ORF located in intron_3
found in 60I2G13 by a small
triangle. D1, D2, A1, and A2
refer to the alternative donor and
acceptor sites in intron_1 (http://
www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/lescot/poplar/Figure2B.
html)

leading to a loss of selection pressure and leaving chances
for such peculiar features to occur.
The N-terminal part of the predicted proteins deduced
from 60I2G01 and 60I2G11 contains an amino acid
extension rich in arginine and lysine (Fig. 3), revealing a
possible bipartite nuclear localization sequence (NLS) that
consists of two adjacent basic amino acids (Arg or Lys), a
spacer region of ten residues, and more than three basic
residues (Arg or Lys) in the five positions after the spacer
region (described in the InterPro database; Apweiler et al.
2001). Recently, a NLS was also reported in Arabidopsis
at the C-terminal part of the RRS1-R disease resistance
protein that confers broad-spectrum resistance to several
strains of Ralstonia solanacearum, the causal agent of
bacterial wilt (Lahaye 2002; Deslandes et al. 2003).
However, until now, no N-terminal NLS has been
described for R genes in any plant species. As mentioned
above, the two cDNAs, UB48DPF09 and F050P48Y are
not the cognate cDNAs. Because both the cDNAs and the
predicted genes 60I2G01 and 60I2G11 share the same Nterminal NLS, this feature seems to be conserved among
poplar species. The TIR/NBS/LRR proteins are specialized in ligand binding and signaling in the cytoplasm. The
additional presence of a bipartite NLS suggests that these
disease resistance proteins also have a function in the
nucleus. The functional analysis of this NLS signal is
currently under investigation and results will be presented
elsewhere.

A full-length alignment of 60I2G11 and 60I2G13 at the
amino acid level showed that 60I2G13 (excluding the
inserted transposon) possibly coded for an R gene product
of 1,026 amino acids. The predicted proteins encoded by
60I2G11 and the reconstructed 60I2G13 are pairwise
84.4% similar and 81.8% identical at the amino acid level.
A multiple alignment of the amino acid sequences of the
three predicted poplar disease resistance proteins and other
well studied TIR/NBS/LRR class R proteins from plants is
presented in Fig. 3. The N-terminal part of the protein
sequences is most conserved, whereas the largest variations are observed within the LRR domain, fitting with
current knowledge on these proteins (Ellis et al. 2000;
Bergelson et al. 2001).
Class I (RNA) transposable elements
In addition to the identification of R genes, BLASTx
analysis of 60I2G06, 60I2G09, 60I2G14, and 60I2G15
showed similarity to different polyproteins of Ty1/copialike retrotransposons (Table 1; Voytas et al. 1992).
60I2G14 is an interrupted open reading frame (ORF)
predicted to encode a GAG/POL polyprotein of
1,382 amino acids. The ORF is 4,146 bp long and is
flanked by two identically long terminal repeats (LTRs) of
165 bp, starting and ending with the retroviral consensus
5′-TG...CA-3′ and containing 7-bp perfect inverted repeats
(IRs; Fig. 4A). The sequences flanking the LTR of
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Fig. 3 Amino acid sequence alignment between the three putative
disease resistance proteins from poplar and related resistance
proteins: CAA08798 (Solanum tuberosum NL27 protein),
AAA50763 (Nicotiana glutinosa tobacco mosaic virus resistance
protein N), BAB11635 (Arabidopsis thaliana tobacco mosaic virus
resistance protein N), AAF08790 (A. thaliana downy mildew
resistance protein RPP5), AAB47618 (Linum usitatissimum rust
resistance protein M). The red and black arrowheads indicate the

insertion site of the retroelement Retropop (60I2G14) in the R gene
60I2G13 and the exon boundaries, respectively. The nuclear
localization sequence (NLS), conserved in 60IG01 and 60IG11, is
shown by a red bar. The conserved domains kinase 1A, 2A, 3A refer
to the distinct domains of the nucleotide-binding site in plant
resistance genes. HD Hydrophobic domain, LRR, leucine-rich
repeats domain, TIR I to TIR VI toll/interleukin-1 receptor domains
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3 Fig. 4A, B Analysis of retrotransposons. A Dot plot showing the
characteristics of the Retropop (60I2G14)-encoded protein
(1,382 amino acids) vs the A. thaliana GAG/POL polyprotein
BAB10503. The proteins GAG and POL with protease (PR),
integrase (IN), reverse transcriptase (RT), and RnaseH (RH) are
represented. IR Inverted repeat, LTR long-terminal repeat, PBS
primer binding site, PPT polypurine tract, TS target site. B Sequence
alignment of the LTRs of retroelements 60I2G14 (Retropop),
60I2G15, and that found 5′ of PTAG1 from sequence (gb|
AF052570). Two complementary motifs (1, 2, underlined) and a
repeat motif (framed) were found in the LTRs of Retropop.
Insertions in the sequence and conserved nucleotides are indicated
by hyphens and asterisks below the multiple alignment, respectively.
Putative cis-acting regulatory elements are indicated in bold: Box
W1 (fungal elicitor-responsive element), MRE (MYB-binding site),
a TATA box, and a TCA element (salicylic acid-responsive element)

60I2G14 are characterized by the presence of a 5-bp
duplicated target site (AAGAC) from the host DNA
(Fig. 4A). A primer-binding site (PBS) and a polypurine
tract (PPT), features typical of retroviruses, border the
ORF 60I2G14. The 12-bp PBS is complementary to the 3′
end of an Arabidopsis methionyl initiator tRNA and its
configuration is similar to that of the Vine-1 LTR
retrotransposon (Verriès et al. 2000). The 9-bp PPT
(GAGGGGAGA, positioned at 66,035) is present upstream of the 3′ LTR. The retroelement presents every
feature of a functional autonomous retrotransposon
(Kumar and Bennetzen 1999; Feschotte et al. 2002) and
is designated Retropop.
60I2G15 is similar to 60I2G14 (93.3% identity at the
nucleotide level), but stop codons in the polyproteinencoding part of the retrotransposon make it unable to
encode the necessary proteins for its transposition. The
LTRs, bordering 60I2G15, could be identified (Fig. 4B),
potentially qualifying the retrotransposon as nonautonomous. The 5′ and 3′ LTR sequences that flank 60I2G15
differ by only nine nucleotides and each is 89.7% identical
to the LTRs of Retropop (60I2G14). Using BLASTn, we
also identified a sequence similar to that of the LTR of
Retropop upstream of the AGAMOUS-homologous
PTAG1 gene of P. balsamifera subsp. trichocarpa (gb|
AF052570; Brunner et al. 2000). The LTRs of Retropop
differ from those found in the sequence AF052570 by only
17 nucleotides, but differ by 20 nucleotides from those of
the retrotransposon 60I2G15 (Fig. 4B), arguing for the
presence of the Retropop retrotransposon in P. trichocarpa
as well. Knowledge of the sequence and structure of
transposable elements is of practical interest when
annotating the entire genome of poplar, which will soon
be fully sequenced (http://www.ornl.gov/sci/ipgc and
http://genome.jgi-psf.org/poplar0/poplar0.home.html).
The sequence of 60I2G09 is also similar to that of
Retropop, but contains many stop codons, frameshifts,
deletions, and insertions, and it has no flanking LTRs,
indicating that 60I2G09 should be considered as a
retrotransposon remnant. The 60I2G06 sequence is very
short (300 bp) and shows residual homology with an
ancestral retrotransposon.
LTRs are necessary for both transcription and transposition of a retrotransposon and, therefore, contain promoter
elements and terminators. Retrotransposons are organized

in three different parts: the U3 region, which extends from
the 5′ LTR end to the transcription start of the GAG/POL
gene, the R region from the transcription start to the
polyadenylation site, and the U5 region located downstream of the polyadenylation site and extending to the 3′
LTR (Kumar and Bennetzen 1999). LTR sequences have
been shown to contain promoter cis-regulatory elements,
including a TATA box and repeat sequences (Casacuberta
and Grandbastien 1993). To identify putative cis-regulatory elements in the Retropop LTRs, a matrix search was
done with the PlantCARE database (Lescot et al. 2002).
Potential sites were identified, such as a TATA box, a
salicylic acid-responsive element (TCA element), a fungal
elicitor-responsive element (box W1), and a MYB-binding
site (Fig. 4B). These cis-regulatory elements have been
described for their involvement in plant defense, which is
in agreement with the observation that retrotransposition
can be activated by pathogens and other biotic or abiotic
stresses (Gierl et al. 1989; Kumar and Bennetzen 1999).
Approximately 30 bp downstream of the predicted TATA
box, a putative transcription start site was identified with
the consensus TCA (Casacuberta and Grandbastien 1993).
The relatively abundant presence of transposons and
transposon remnants may favor rearrangements at this
locus of the poplar genome. As discussed by White et al.
(1994), crossing-over between retrotransposons and recombination induced by retrotransposons and other
transposable elements may affect the plant’s adaptability
against diseases. A co-occurrence of disease resistance
genes and retroelements, as found for the poplar sequence
described here, was also observed in the disease resistance
RPP5 and RPP4 loci in Arabidopsis (Parker et al. 1997;
Bevan et al. 1998; Qureshi et al. 1999). In rice, a major
source of variability in the Xa21 gene family is apparently
due to transposable elements. However, transposable
elements do not seem to be more abundant or active at
resistance loci than in other regions of the genome (Richter
and Ronald 2000; Song et al. 1997). Analysis of the
complete Arabidopsis genome sequence for co-occurrence
of disease resistance genes and retroelements revealed that
both types of sequence co-localize locally, but this colocalization could not be extrapolated at the genome-wide
scale (data not shown).
Class II (DNA) transposable elements
The class of CACTA-like (Spm) transposable elements is
also represented on the 95-kb fragment of poplar
(60I2G02, 60I2G03). Members of this transposable
element family are characterized by 13-bp homologous
terminal inverted repeats (IRs), which start with the
nucleotides CACTA and typically cause a 3-bp duplication
of the target sequence upon insertion (Gierl et al. 1989).
CACTA-like (Spm) elements code for two overlapping
transcripts: the product of the ORF is involved in the
stabilization of the transposition complex by recognizing
the sequence motifs in the subterminal regions (determinant for transposition). The other product interacts with
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the terminal IRs and allows endonucleolytic cleavage at
the element’s termini (determinant for excision; Gierl et al.
1989; Frey et al. 1990). The (Spm) transposable elements
exist under two forms: autonomous, when encoding all
functions for transposition, and nonautonomous (defective
element) in the case of deletions in the autonomous
element (Gierl et al. 1989). A defective element can still
transpose in the presence of an active autonomous element
when the sites for transposition are conserved in the
subterminal regions.
Significant similarity (53.3% identity) is found between
60I2G02 and the TNP2 gene of transposon Tam1 of
snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus; Nacken et al. 1991).
Based on prediction and the homology region with the
TNP2 protein, we could conclude that 60I2G02 consists of
five ORFs. The putative protein product of 60I2G03
shares 32.2% similarity to the PTTA2 protein of transposon Psl of petunia (Petunia hybrida; Snowden and Napoli
1998). A cDNA hit (IO46P22P) has been identified that
matches the three last exons out of the six predicted for
60I2G03. Upstream of 60I2G02 and downstream of
60I2G03, 13-bp terminal IRs were detected containing
the CACTA motif and a 3-bp duplicated target site. The
subterminal repeat regions are present as well (Fig. 5).
Repetitive sequences in both inverted and direct orientation are located in the region adjacent to each terminal IR
and between 60I2G02 and 60I2G03. The most frequent
repeat is found 31 times (CCGACGG and its inverted
sequence CCGTCGG): 15 times in the 5′ subterminal
region and 16 times in the 3′ subterminal region (within
500 bp). This motif occurs also 20 times between 60I2G02
and 60I2G03. This number of repeated sequences is
similar to that found in Psl, although their sequence differs
(Snowden and Napoli 1998).
The absence of high levels of homology between
60I2G03 and the corresponding regions of other Spm
elements seems to be a common feature of the CACTAlike transposable elements (Gierl et al. 1989; Snowden and
Napoli 1998). These observations, together with the
position of the terminal IR sequences, suggest that
60I2G02 and 60I2G03 belong to a single class II
transposable element of 9 kb, which we designated
Magali.

Fig. 5 Structural organization of Magali (60I2G02 and 60I2G03)
and related Spm-like transposable elements. Black boxes show the
position of the exons from the major transcript. The delineated
region refers to the region homologous between the three

Other genes or gene relics
By homology searches and a hit with an EST
(UB22CPB08), a small ORF (60I2G05; deduced peptide
of 28 amino acids), similar to a putative phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase of Arabidopsis (Mikami et al.
1998), was found. The small size of this ORF and the
absence of an ATG indicate that 60I2G05 is probably not a
functional gene, but the vestige of an ancestral gene.
Four additional poplar ESTs (C057P62U, UA43BPH05,
C039P63U, I047P01P) could be aligned with the BAC
sequence for regions between 100 bp and 600 bp that were
neither homologous to any peptide nor located in the
vicinity of predicted genes. EST C039P63U could even be
aligned at two different positions. For the sake of
completeness, these positions are referred to as hypothetical genes (60I2G04, 60I2G07, 60I2G08, 60I2G10,
60I2G12) in Table 1, even though gene models could
not be built. Again, because the ESTs originate from
another species, these loci may be pseudogenes in this
species, at least at this very position. Alternatively, they
may transcribe to noncoding RNAs.
As for every genome sequenced to date, the sequence of
the first large stretch of poplar genome brings its share of
new information: the first R genes for this genus, with
striking new features, and two new transposable elements,
one in each class, designated Retropop (class I) and
Magali (class II). The possibility for an R protein to be
localized in the nucleus is interesting and needs to be
further explored. This report, being the first on poplar
transposons, is useful and timely. Indeed, in the perspective of the ongoing poplar genome sequencing programs,
knowledge on the sequence and structure of transposons is
needed to be able to assemble the genome, predict gene
location, and perform annotation, because transposons are
expected to make up a large part of the genome, as
observed in rice (Turcotte et al. 2001). The presence of
potentially large numbers of transposable elements was
reflected when the complete BAC sequence was compared
with the available reads from the poplar genome sequence,
where the large majority of the high scoring reads aligned
only with the transposable elements.

transposable elements and the arrows represent ORFs. Gray boxes
and the arrowheads indicate the subterminal repetitive regions and
terminal inverted repeats, respectively. The cDNA IO46P22P is
schematically aligned with 60I2G03
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Note added in proof Search for transposable elements in the poplar
genome sequence indicates that Retropop is the main transposable
element, representing on its own 11% of the total genome.
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